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INTRODUCTION {#wrna1291-sec-0001}
============

RNA is now known to be involved in many aspects of genetic regulation. An RNA\'s function in a cell is determined by not only its primary sequence but also its structure.[1](#wrna1291-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Unlike DNA, RNA rarely has a complementary second strand, so RNA nucleotides are free to interact in an intramolecular fashion resulting in folding of the polymer chain.[1](#wrna1291-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Stretches of RNA that are complementary in sequence have a propensity to pair, forming elements of RNA secondary structure.[2](#wrna1291-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} The disruption of functional RNA structural content can be as deleterious to biological function as the disruption of functional sequence content.[1](#wrna1291-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The consequences of these structural elements depend on their cellular context and may affect alternative splicing,[3](#wrna1291-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} polyadenylation,[4](#wrna1291-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} RNA decay,[5](#wrna1291-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} RNA interference (RNAi),[6](#wrna1291-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#wrna1291-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} regulation by long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs)[8](#wrna1291-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} or translational efficiency.[9](#wrna1291-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}

The riboSNitch was originally defined as a regulatory element in a messenger, usually located at an untranslated region (UTR) of mRNA or in noncoding RNA (ncRNA), where a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) or a single nucleotide variant (SNV) results in an important structural rearrangement.[10](#wrna1291-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#wrna1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#wrna1291-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} It is functionally equivalent to a bacterial riboswitch, an RNA regulatory element in which binding of a small molecule results in a conformational rearrangement that alters gene expression.[13](#wrna1291-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Riboswitches generally use metabolite binding to switch between two different RNA conformations.[13](#wrna1291-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Although RiboSNitches could also switch between two RNA conformations upon a single nucleotide change, most RNAs do not homogenously fold to a single structure. Instead, RNA molecules tend to adopt multiple structures.[14](#wrna1291-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#wrna1291-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, an SNV or a SNP in a riboSNitch alters the folding landscape, favoring one or multiple alternative conformations.[10](#wrna1291-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#wrna1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#wrna1291-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} In this review, we distinguish between SNVs and SNPs; SNPs are common SNVs that occur in \>1% of the population.[17](#wrna1291-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} In genetic studies, it is becoming increasingly clear that SNPs alone account for a fraction of phenotypic variation, suggesting that private variants (SNVs) are an important component of disease heritability.[18](#wrna1291-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} That being said, both SNPs and SNVs can and do cause changes to the folding landscape of an RNA, depending on the molecular context. The structural changes to the ensemble in a riboSNitch may be local, disrupting a structural element very close to the SNV (Figure [1](#wrna1291-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}(a) and (b)).[1](#wrna1291-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#wrna1291-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#wrna1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Alternatively, an SNV may disrupt distant, long‐range interactions that are close in space to the SNV but far away in the sequence. Work with survival motor neuron 2 (SMN2), for example, has shown that intronic long‐range interactions close to the splice site and protein‐binding sites (Figure [1](#wrna1291-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}(e)) have important effects on alternative splicing that contribute to the disease spinal muscular atrophy (SMA).[19](#wrna1291-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Finally, although a riboSNitch has the potential to alter the global fold of an RNA, experimentally validated riboSNitches to date have had local effects on RNA structure.

![Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) can affect protein binding through sequence, local, or distant structural changes. (a) The IRE‐binding protein (IREBP)/iron responsive element (IRE) interaction in ferritin light chain (FTL) requires both sequence and structural elements. Schematic of productive interaction between IREBP (green) and the IRE (purple) in the human 5′ UTR of ferritin light chain (FTL 5′ UTR) (secondary structure representation in black). (b) The IREBP (green)/IRE (purple) interaction in FTL can be disrupted by mutating a residue (purple dot) that does not contact the protein, but significantly changes the local structure of the IRE. Mutation of any residue that shifts the structure of the IRE could affect binding through this mechanism, including residues that are not actually in the IRE itself. These types of effects are more difficult to predict because they involve accurate secondary structure prediction as well as simple sequence analysis. Secondary structure schematics of the FTL 5′ UTR are based on prediction and experimental data.[11](#wrna1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} (c) The IREBP (green)/IRE (purple) interaction is weakened by mutating a nucleotide (red dot) that makes sequence‐specific interactions with the protein in the loop region of the IRE even if the mutation does not change the overall structure of the IRE. Mutation of any of the loop and bulge positions that make sequence‐specific contacts (red in D) will affect binding through this mechanism. (d) Crystal structure of the rabbit IREBP in complex with frog ferritin H IRE‐RNA (3SNP, Ref [33](#wrna1291-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). The IREBP protein (green) has base‐specific contacts with the IRE residues in the loop and bulge (red), but nucleotides that create the helical structure (purple) of the IRE also contribute to recognition. This figure was created using PyMOL.[72](#wrna1291-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} (e) Schematic of the secondary structure of the end of exon 7 (orange) and the intron in survival motor neuron 2 (SMN2). Protein‐binding sites are shown in red (hnRNP A1/A2B1) and blue (TIA1). Protein binding and exon inclusion are significantly impacted by the long‐range interaction shown in gray. This figure was reproduced with modifications.[19](#wrna1291-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} This suggests that riboSNitches might also impact function by changing long‐range structural elements.](WRNA-6-517-g001){#wrna1291-fig-0001}

Genome‐wide association studies (GWAS) aim to determine the relationships between genetic variation and phenotypes.[20](#wrna1291-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} A surprising outcome of these studies is that a vast majority of SNPs associated with human disease phenotypes map outside protein‐coding regions of the genome.[11](#wrna1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#wrna1291-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#wrna1291-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Given that a majority of the human genome is transcribed, a majority of SNPs associated with human disease will be transcribed into RNA. Because a subset of these SNPs may affect the structure of these transcripts, there is an important relationship between RNA structure and interpreting the results of GWAS studies. Furthermore, common SNPs can explain only a fraction of human phenotypic variation, suggesting that SNVs play a disproportionate role in determining disease risk in individuals.[18](#wrna1291-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} As a result, accurately predicting and understanding where structural riboSNitches exist and where these may have a phenotypic consequence will likely become an important component of personalized genetic medicine.

RiboSNitches were first proposed following the analysis of the structural consequences of human disease‐associated SNVs on UTRs and ncRNAs.[10](#wrna1291-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} RiboSNitches are distinct from many classic and important examples of RNA‐based mechanisms of disease such as SNVs that disrupt or alter splicing and expanded repeats.[22](#wrna1291-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Notably, a riboSNitch must both change RNA structure and involve only a single nucleotide change. Although there are many potential riboSNitches, only a small fraction of SNVs actually significantly change RNA structure. Secondary structure prediction algorithms that return one or several of the most thermodynamically stable (minimum free energy, MFE) structures are not ideal for predicting SNV‐induced changes to the structural ensemble. Several algorithms have been developed to predict the impact of SNPs on structural ensembles including SNPfold, RNAsnp, and remuRNA.[10](#wrna1291-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#wrna1291-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#wrna1291-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} In this approach, the full Boltzmann weighted suboptimal structural ensemble is computed for each sequence variant and the base‐pairing probabilities per nucleotide calculated. This enables an estimate of structure change between wild type and mutant sequence. Early work with the SNPfold algorithm identified six human diseases including hyperferritinemia cataract syndrome (HCS), β‐thalassemia, cartilage‐hair hypoplasia (CHH), retinoblastoma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and hypertension in which more than one associated SNV alters the structure of a UTR or an ncRNA.[10](#wrna1291-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Three of these riboSNitches were experimentally validated *in vitro,* [11](#wrna1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#wrna1291-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#wrna1291-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} suggesting that mutation‐induced RNA structure change is an important component of human genetic disease. Several SNVs in the minor spliceosome machinery that cause microcephalic osteodysplastic primordial dwarfism type I (MOPD I) have been extensively validated and act as riboSNitches that interfere with protein binding by changing RNA structure.[26](#wrna1291-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} In addition, recent genome‐wide structure probing experiments of the transcriptome allow direct detection of putative structural riboSNitches,[27](#wrna1291-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} as well as the identification of important structural features.[27](#wrna1291-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#wrna1291-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#wrna1291-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#wrna1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#wrna1291-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Together, these results suggest that understanding, measuring, and accurately predicting riboSNitch regulation will be a key to personalized interpretation of genomic sequencing and this review reports on state of the art of riboSNitch detection and validation.

THE FTL 5′ UTR: A CANONICAL riboSNitch {#wrna1291-sec-0002}
======================================

The riboSNitch located at the 5′ UTR of ferritin light chain (FTL 5′ UTR) mRNA is a classic example of how mutation‐induced RNA structure change can result in human disease. FTL codes for a component of the protein Ferritin, which encapsulates excess iron. To regulate gene expression in response to iron, an iron responsive element (IRE) is present in the 5′ UTR of the FTL mRNA; this element is recognized by the IRE‐binding protein (IREBP), which inhibits translation of FTL.[32](#wrna1291-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} When iron levels are high, IREBP undergoes a conformational change and cannot bind the IRE, increasing expression of FTL.[32](#wrna1291-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Mutations that cause HCS disrupt this regulation and cause harmful overexpression of FTL.[32](#wrna1291-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}

The IRE and IREBP interact through a series of highly specific molecular contacts as can be seen in Figure [1](#wrna1291-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}(d). The cocrystal structure of the IRE and IREBP clearly reveals the molecular components of the recognition specificity.[33](#wrna1291-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Highly conserved residues in the hairpin loop and the 5′ bulge have sequence‐specific, direct interactions with the protein. However, the IREBP recognizes not only specific sequences in the RNA, but also the overall fold of the hairpin (Figure [1](#wrna1291-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}(a) and (d)). Mutations can disrupt this regulatory interaction in two ways: by directly eliminating sequence‐specific contacts (Figure [1](#wrna1291-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}(c)) or changing the local structure of the RNA element (Figure [1](#wrna1291-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}(b)). We focus here specifically on the case illustrated in Figure [1](#wrna1291-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}(b), which cannot be predicted by identification of mutations that abrogate sequence‐specific contacts. Instead, the sequence and structure of the RNA element and its surrounding sequences must be considered.

To fully comprehend the FTL riboSNitch, it is important to further describe the concept of suboptimal structural ensembles.[34](#wrna1291-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#wrna1291-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Although traditional RNA structure prediction algorithms generate a single MFE structure,[2](#wrna1291-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} most RNAs fold into many different conformations that are nearly as energetically stable as the MFE structure. Thermodynamically, this suggests that RNAs will adopt multiple conformations, and that small changes in the folding energy landscape can significantly alter the most likely conformation, which is rarely the MFE.[35](#wrna1291-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#wrna1291-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Although it is simple to visualize a single structure of the human FTL 5′ UTR, it remains a challenge to represent a structural ensemble. The biggest challenge in visualizing an RNA structural ensemble is that it is fundamentally multidimensional. Principal component analysis (PCA) is often used to reduce multiple dimensional space to two dimensions (as is shown in Figure [2](#wrna1291-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). To generate an interpretable dimensionality reduction, it is imperative to find a two‐dimensional PCA space that captures the structurally relevant changes in the ensemble. Most RNAs will adopt multiple conformations, however, the relative number of suboptimal in each cluster of conformation changes. To obtain a useful visualization of the structural ensemble it is essential to provide a PCA algorithm with a well‐balanced set of structural clusters, so that the algorithm does not automatically favor structural variation in any one cluster. This is not a trivial computational problem to tackle as it requires a priori knowledge of the space. In ongoing empirical studies, we have found that identifying the mutations that most significantly alter the conformation and pooling their ensembles generally gives an adequate visualization. Nonetheless, ongoing empirical studies in our lab have proven that there is no 'one size fits all' approach to generating these visualizations. In much the same way that creating a visually appealing layout of RNA structure remains a challenge in the field, determining the best PCA decomposition for structural visualization is a contemporary challenge. A Boltzmann suboptimal sampling of RNA structures for the human FTL 5′ UTR is shown in Figure [2](#wrna1291-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}.[11](#wrna1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Clustering is performed using PCA and projection onto the first two principal components of the ensemble structure space.[10](#wrna1291-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#wrna1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}

![Visualization of how Single nucleotide variants (SNVs) in the ferritin light chain (FTL) riboSNitch are predicted to shift the RNA structural ensemble toward disrupted iron responsive element (IREs). RNA structures were sampled from the Boltzmann suboptimal ensemble predicted for the human FTL 5′ UTR and clustered using principal component analysis (PCA). The 5′ UTR of ferritin light chain (FTL 5′ UTR) forms three distinct clusters of similar structures (red, blue, green). Structures in the red cluster form canonical IREs whereas those in the blue and green clusters do not. The fraction of the population in each cluster is indicated in black. (a) The WT FTL IRE structural ensemble is dominated by the red cluster, indicating that most of the population contains correctly folded IREs. A representative secondary structure schematic for each cluster is shown (black) with the IRE sequence (purple). The position of SNVs associated with hyperferritinemia cataract syndrome residues is indicated on each schematic (purple dots). IRE‐binding protein (IREBP) (green) would bind a properly folded IRE (purple). (b) The U22G SNV shifts the structural ensemble away from the structures that can bind IREBP (red cluster) to structures with misfolded IREs and is dominated by structures in the green cluster. (c) The A56U SNV also shifts the structural ensemble toward misfolded IREs that cannot bind IREBP. (Reprinted with permission from Ref [11](#wrna1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright 2012 Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press for the RNA Society)](WRNA-6-517-g002){#wrna1291-fig-0002}

This visualization is particularly powerful as it reveals a model for how an SNV can disrupt structure. For the wild‐type RNA, a majority of the conformations cluster near the red conformation (Figure [2](#wrna1291-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}(a)). An analysis of a representative structure from the red cluster reveals that this conformation folds the IRE into a hairpin (Figure [2](#wrna1291-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}(a)). In contrast, the U22G and A56U mutations, identified in two patients with the hyperferritinemia phenotype, alter the ensemble partitioning (Figure [2](#wrna1291-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}(b) and (c), respectively). The blue and green conformations become more populated, and in both these cases the IRE does not adopt a hairpin structure and therefore cannot bind the IREBP.

SHAPE Structure Mapping Validates the Predicted Structural Changes in the FTL riboSNitch in Vitro {#wrna1291-sec-0003}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Selective 2′‐hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension, or SHAPE[37](#wrna1291-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} chemical probing is one of several techniques that can be used for riboSNitch validation and structural characterization. SHAPE chemistry targets the 2′ hydroxyl of RNA, selectively reacting with flexible nucleotides.[37](#wrna1291-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} Because flexible nucleotides are generally not paired, SHAPE reactivity is inversely correlated with base‐pairing probability. Thus, there is a direct correlation between changes in base‐pairing probability and the experimentally determined SHAPE reactivity. SHAPE chemical probing can therefore experimentally assess hypotheses about the structural mechanism for disease‐associated riboSNitches. In SHAPE experiments, riboSNitches should alter the degree of SHAPE reactivity in areas where they change the structure. In this case, SHAPE data confirm the hypothesis that the U22G SNV significantly alters IRE structure in the FTL 5′ UTR *in vitro* (Figure [3](#wrna1291-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}(a)). In contrast, the control mutation (G4A), a common SNP in the FTL 5′ UTR that is not predicted to change structure, is similar to the wild‐type RNA with a canonical IRE (Figure [3](#wrna1291-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}(b)). Developing and validating riboSNitch hypotheses is therefore dependent on chemical and enzymatic structure probing techniques; the advent of ultra high‐throughput techniques for transcriptome‐wide probing of RNA structure[27](#wrna1291-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#wrna1291-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#wrna1291-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#wrna1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#wrna1291-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#wrna1291-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#wrna1291-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#wrna1291-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#wrna1291-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#wrna1291-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#wrna1291-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#wrna1291-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} has begun to revolutionize our understanding of the critical role of RNA structure in controlling function.

![Experimental validation of the ferritin light chain (FTL) riboSNitch. SHAPE experiments were used to probe the secondary structure of the 5′ UTR of ferritin light chain (FTL 5′ UTR). Where the normalized SHAPE reactivity is high, the residue is not base paired. Where the normalized SHAPE reactivity is low, the residue is paired. Differences in SHAPE reactivity between a wild type and mutant version of the RNA are indicated with a heatmap as indicated: blue indicates positions that are more highly modified (single stranded) in the wild type, and red indicates positions that are more highly modified (single stranded) in the mutant. (a) The wild type (WT, black) and mutant (U22G, cyan) forms of the FTL 5′ UTR show significant differences in secondary structure, as predicted, including the IRE (light purple). U22G is associated with hyperferritinemia cataract syndrome (HCS) and the data indicate that the U22G riboSNitch causes disease by changing the structure of the 5′ UTR and disrupting IRE‐binding protein (IREBP)/iron responsive element (IRE) interactions. (b) The wild type (WT, black) and mutant (G4A, purple) forms of the FTL 5′ UTR have almost identical SHAPE reactivity, suggesting that the RNA structure does not change. G4A is a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) that is neither associated with disease nor predicted to change the RNA structure and serves as a negative control for riboSNitch detection. (Reprinted with permission from Ref [11](#wrna1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright 2012 Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press for the RNA Society)](WRNA-6-517-g003){#wrna1291-fig-0003}

CHH: DELETERIOUS RNAi FROM OFF‐TARGET PROCESSING OF MISFOLDED RNA {#wrna1291-sec-0004}
=================================================================

The association between CHH and the RNA component of mitochondrial RNA processing endoribonuclease (RMRP) is well established---hundreds of variants cause the dwarfism phenotype.[16](#wrna1291-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} However, a mechanistic understanding of the disease etiology is lacking because the precise folding mechanism of the RNA component of RMRP is not well characterized. In particular, the role of an evolutionarily conserved pseudoknot remains puzzling.[16](#wrna1291-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Several SNVs in RMRP associated with CHH are predicted to be riboSNitches,[10](#wrna1291-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} but without a clear mechanism of disease, it remains unclear how a riboSNitch would affect function.

RNA‐seq experiments on liver tissue revealed a surprising pattern of RNA degradation for the lncRNA RMRP. In particular two regions, indicated S1 and S2, were far more abundant than the rest of the RNA (Figure [4](#wrna1291-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}(a)), suggesting that these small RNAs are preferentially processed and stabilized. Additional experiments established that RMRP is indeed processed by Dicer, a component of the microRNA processing machinery[6](#wrna1291-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and that overexpressing S1 and/or S2 down regulates genes involved in connective tissue development and skeletal disorders,[16](#wrna1291-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} consistent with them acting as deleterious microRNAs (miRNAs). Importantly, SHAPE experiments indicate that the P2--P4 pseudoknot (yellow structure, Figure [4](#wrna1291-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}(b)) is not favored *in vitro*, even though there is strong computational covariance evidence supporting it. Instead, RMRP appears to adopt an alternative structure *in vitro* (Figure [4](#wrna1291-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}(a) and blue arcs, Figure [4](#wrna1291-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}(b)), where both S1 and S2 appear as paired regions, ideal targets for Dicer. Thus, the SHAPE data suggest that when RMRP misfolds by forming an alternative structure instead of the pseudoknot due to conditions *in vitro* or mutations *in vivo*, it can be deleteriously processed by Dicer.[16](#wrna1291-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} The efficiency of processing RNAs into miRNAs is highly dependent on RNA structure[6](#wrna1291-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and, as illustrated by RMRP, is another potential source of important riboSNitches, especially in highly abundant lncRNAs like RMRP.

![RNA component of mitochondrial RNA processing endoribonuclease (RMRP) forms different structures that are differentially processed into deleterious microRNAs (miRNAs). (a) Secondary structure of RMRP compatible with the experimental SHAPE data. SHAPE reactivity is indicated by color as shown in the heat map: areas of high reactivity (single stranded) are red; areas of low reactivity (base paired) are blue. RMRP‐S1 and S2 (red bars) and nucleotides where SNVs are found in CHH patients are indicated (gray circles). (b) Predicted structures based on SHAPE data (blue) and previously published conservation and probing data[73](#wrna1291-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} (yellow) are quite different, indicating heterogeneity in RMRP structure. The R‐CHIE R[74](#wrna1291-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} program was used to represent base pairs as arcs. Pseudoknots occur wherever arcs cross; in this case, in the yellow, but not the blue arc diagram. The other major difference is the formation of the alternative P2 helix (Alt‐P2) in the blue structure, which resolves the pseudoknot. Taken together, the two predictions are consistent with the hypothesis that RMRP adopts at least two alternative conformations, but it is the experimentally observed blue structure that is more susceptible to Dicer cleavage and processing. (Reprinted with permission from Ref [16](#wrna1291-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright 2014 Oxford University Press)](WRNA-6-517-g004){#wrna1291-fig-0004}

RNA‐BINDING PROTEINS AND THE riboSNitch {#wrna1291-sec-0005}
=======================================

A vast majority of transcribed RNAs including messenger RNAs (mRNAs) interact with a host of endogenous and exogenous molecules, and in some cases may even assemble into stable complex structures such as ribonucleoproteins (RNPs). Understanding the molecular determinants of RNA/protein interaction specificity and sensitivity is therefore central to a mechanistic understanding of regulatory processes in the cell and accurately predicting the effect of RNA mutations.[1](#wrna1291-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Many riboSNitches may act by altering RNA/protein binding interactions. As is the case for the FTL IRE/IREBP binding interactions, RNA/RBP interactions are often complex, and the set of sequence and structural features that characterize a binding site vary across the spectrum of RBPs[45](#wrna1291-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#wrna1291-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}. The structure of RNA targets mediates a significant subset of interactions, and disruption of this structural content will have a deleterious effect on binding affinity.[45](#wrna1291-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, the molecular context of a riboSNitch is essential to understanding and predicting its function.

To characterize transcriptome‐wide binding interactions of RBPs and mRNA targets, we present an overview of recent high‐throughput RNA/RBP interaction data derived from photoactivatable‐ribonucleoside‐enhanced crosslinking and immunoprecipitation (PAR‐CLIP). We extracted genomic RNA/RBP interaction sites from 18 different PAR‐CLIP datasets available from DORINA, with each dataset representing an RBP or group of homologous RBPs.[47](#wrna1291-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Here, we present the length‐normalized binding density from these data in exons, introns, 5′ and 3′ UTRs, and coding sequence (CDS) of mRNAs (Figure [5](#wrna1291-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). Here, we define exons as sequence in the mature mRNA that can be found in UTRs as well as the CDS.[48](#wrna1291-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} A small subset of proteins (including FUS, ELAVL1, and QK1) significantly binds introns as can be seen in Figure [5](#wrna1291-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}(a). This is not surprising because these three proteins have all been shown to play a role in RNA processing and splicing.[49](#wrna1291-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#wrna1291-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#wrna1291-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} However, the majority of RBPs target exonic regions, including UTRs. Although binding in exonic regions is not homogenous, most RBPs preferentially target 3′ UTRs (Figure [5](#wrna1291-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}(b)).

![Analysis of photoactivatable‐ribonucleoside‐enhanced crosslinking and immunoprecipitation (PAR‐CLIP) and expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTLs) data indicate a bias toward RNA--protein binding interactions in 3′ untranslated regions (UTRs). (a and c) PAR‐CLIP(a) and eQTL (c) sites are rarely intronic (blue), but are usually exonic (purple). All proteins with PAR‐CLIP data at the time of analysis were studied; the name of the protein is indicated next to the bar. Proteins with known roles in splicing (ELAVL1, QK1, and FUS[49](#wrna1291-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#wrna1291-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#wrna1291-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}) have more intronic sites. (b and d) PAR‐CLIP (b) and eQTL (d) sites are also biased to the 3′ UTR (green) as opposed to the 5′ UTR (blue) or coding sequence (CDS) (red). For eQTLs, these effects are more prominent when linkage disequilibrium is taken into account and positions that could directly affect the transcription start site are removed.](WRNA-6-517-g005){#wrna1291-fig-0005}

SNVs that are correlated with differential gene expression with an increase in variant dosage are known as expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTLs).[52](#wrna1291-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#wrna1291-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#wrna1291-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} Given that these SNVs are associated with differential RNA expression, it is logical to propose that a subset of eQTL SNVs could be riboSNitches. Despite the appeal of using eQTLs to identify putative functional riboSNitches, a given eQTL SNV may be in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with many others. When SNVs are in LD they are genetically linked and not randomly associated. Thus, correlation does not imply a single SNV, but an entire haplotype.[11](#wrna1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#wrna1291-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} Identifying the causative SNV using eQTLs remains an important challenge in the field.[52](#wrna1291-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#wrna1291-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#wrna1291-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} It is therefore necessary to consider LD when identifying eQTL SNPs proximal to or directly overlapping with RBP‐binding sites on the message. The binding density distributions for eQTLs and eQTLs with passenger LD SNVs derived from the CEU population (Northern Europeans from Utah) of the 1000 genomes project show trends similar to the PAR‐CLIP data: most density is in exonic regions, particularly 3′ UTRs (Figure [5](#wrna1291-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with the 3′ UTR preference for a wide range of different RBPs. As expected, when eQTL/passenger SNV LD sets with a variant proximal to the transcription start site (TSS) are excluded, the fraction of eQTLs mapping to the 5′ UTR decreases (Figure [5](#wrna1291-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}(d)).

This analysis suggests that there are potential genomic 'hotspots' for riboSNitches, and that these likely occur in 3′ UTRs. eQTLs, by definition, reveal a measurable association between the SNP and gene expression, but most are not directly associated with disease or phenotype. Regulatory networks are known to be robust to some variation, and significant redundancy exists in the cell. Nonetheless, it is well established that genetic predisposition exists, diseases do 'run' in families. Interestingly, it is often impossible to identify a single SNP that is highly predictive of a human trait. Thus, although most riboSNitches individually may not directly cause disease, the wrong combination of riboSNitch‐induced deregulation will likely play an important role in many complex traits. The ability to identify riboSNitches is thus a major component of interpretation of personalized genomic sequencing.

Characterized mRNA Elements Likely to Harbor RiboSNitches {#wrna1291-sec-0006}
---------------------------------------------------------

Many functional riboSNitches in mRNAs are likely to exert their effect by lowering the accessibility to RBPs or regulatory RNAs due to changes in the binding site of a target RNA. Recent *in silico* analyses of RNA‐binding preferences for a subset of RBPs clearly indicate that structure plays a central role in determining the binding affinity of some RBPs.[56](#wrna1291-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} A majority of RBPs with well‐characterized binding preferences have a high preference for single‐stranded RNA, and are observed to have a significantly lower binding affinity for structured RNA, even if the region contains the sequence motif critical for binding.[45](#wrna1291-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#wrna1291-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} Accessibility is also a key variable in controlling mRNA/miRNA binding interactions.[58](#wrna1291-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} Thus, a functional riboSNitch can shift the underlying structural ensemble toward a state of greater stability and less entropy, preventing binding.

Alternatively, as is the case for the FTL riboSNitch, disrupting structural elements critical to recruitment of particular RBPs is causative. For a subset of RBPs, folded structure is a critical determinant of binding affinity.[1](#wrna1291-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} In addition, while the RBPs analyzed in Figure [5](#wrna1291-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} prefer single‐stranded structure, there are also a host of interesting examples of structure‐dependent RNA/RBP interactions. For instance, SBP2 binds the Selenocysteine Insertion sequence element (SECIS), an RNA structure that facilitates the incorporation of a Selenocysteine amino acid instead of termination during translation.[59](#wrna1291-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} Disruption of this structure will trigger premature translation termination.[60](#wrna1291-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} The mRNA‐editing protein ADAR also binds stable stem regions of RNA structure[61](#wrna1291-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; thus, a riboSNitch can potentially reduce RNA editing. In summary, the nature of the structural change is central to predicting the type of interaction that can be affected by a riboSNitch.

TRANSCRIPTOME‐WIDE STRUCTURE PROBING TO DISCOVER PUTATIVE RIBOSNITCHES {#wrna1291-sec-0007}
======================================================================

The first riboSNitches were predicted using a forward genetics approach: causative private SNVs associated with single gene heritable genetic diseases were evaluated for their ability to disrupt RNA structure.[10](#wrna1291-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#wrna1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Given that these SNVs cause the disease in these individuals, experimentally validating the structure change with traditional chemical and enzymatic structure probing established them as functional riboSNitches.[10](#wrna1291-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#wrna1291-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#wrna1291-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} The advent of transcriptome‐wide RNA structure studies incorporating chemical and enzymatic structure probing protocols for read out by next‐generation sequencing[27](#wrna1291-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#wrna1291-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#wrna1291-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#wrna1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#wrna1291-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#wrna1291-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#wrna1291-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#wrna1291-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#wrna1291-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#wrna1291-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} is fundamentally changing the way riboSNitches are studied (Box [1](#wrna1291-fea-0001){ref-type="boxed-text"}). RiboSNitches are now examined using a reverse genetics approach, quickly identifying structural riboSNitches experimentally for SNVs with no known phenotype. In a recent transcriptome‐wide analysis of RNA structure using parallel analysis of RNA structure (PARS), the Chang lab identified 1907 such structural riboSNitches.[27](#wrna1291-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} This result suggests that SNVs readily affect transcriptome structure, and that these changes are in most cases benign. It is nonetheless important to remember that the genetics of complex disease predisposition in humans is still poorly understood, and a lack of functional annotation for an SNV does not mean it is not functional. As a result, accurately predicting the subset of structural riboSNitches from an individual\'s genomic sequence is likely to be an important component of predicting predisposition for complex genetic diseases. As a mutation is an element of the riboSNitch, the ability to identify mutations that alter RNA structure on a transcriptome‐wide scale is an important aspect of reconciling the large compendium of genetic data now available on human diseases and phenotypes[20](#wrna1291-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#wrna1291-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#wrna1291-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#wrna1291-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} and determining the mutations for which RNA structure change is a component of the phenotypic etiology. Two new techniques, SHAPE‐MaP and RING‐MaP, detect sites of modification by mutation rather than strand termination thereby eliminating several types of artifacts.[39](#wrna1291-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#wrna1291-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} These two methods should generally not interfere with identification of true natural variants despite the fact that they induce mutation, as they include negative controls and the induced mutation rate is low.

###### BROAD‐RANGING IMPACTS OF NEXT‐GENERATION SEQUENCING FOR RIBOSNITCHES

 {#wrna1291-sec-0008}

Next‐generation sequencing techniques are significantly changing research methods and shaping the future of personalized medicine. For the case of riboSNitches, next‐generation sequencing has been revolutionary in many ways. For example, the increase in human genome sequencing has greatly expanded our understanding of human genetic variation and the subset that contributes to disease. These techniques are also significantly changing the types of questions that can be asked about RNA structure. Previously, it was a significant undertaking to validate a few candidate riboSNitches; now, researchers can compare the structures of entire transcriptomes of multiple organisms or individuals. This paradigm shift is changing how riboSNitches are identified. *Finally, as next‐generation sequencing continues to drive down sequencing costs and becomes more prominent in the clinic, it is also changing the future of personalized medicine. Discovering the impact of riboSNitches will be important in interpreting SNVs in personalized medicine*.

 {#wrna1291-sec-0108}

Three of these new transcriptome‐wide studies use chemical modifiers such as dimethyl sulfate (DMS) and *N*‐cyclohexyl‐*N*′‐(2‐morpholinoethyl)carbodiimide (CMCT) while the others use enzymatic cleavage to infer the RNA structure.[27](#wrna1291-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#wrna1291-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#wrna1291-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#wrna1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#wrna1291-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} DMS is a classic tool for probing RNA structure as it strongly modifies solvent accessible and unpaired adenosine (A), cytosine (C), or guanosine (G) residues; however, it cannot react with residues involved in Watson‐Crick base pairing.[29](#wrna1291-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#wrna1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#wrna1291-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} In this method, when the reverse transcriptase (RT) reaches a DMS‐modified A or C base, it terminates the extension. Traditionally, these sites are identified by gel or capillary electrophoresis.[29](#wrna1291-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#wrna1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#wrna1291-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} As DMS is a small molecule that can diffuse across membranes, it is also very useful for modifying RNA *in vivo* as well as *in vitro*.[29](#wrna1291-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#wrna1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#wrna1291-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} CMCT also modifies RNA nucleotides that are single stranded rather than base paired, but it is specific for uridine (U) and guanosine (G); during reverse transcription, any of these mutations cause termination.[31](#wrna1291-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Enzymatic cleavage of RNA is also a proven structure probing technique.[27](#wrna1291-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#wrna1291-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} It is based on the differential ability of RNase V1 and S1 nuclease to cleave double‐ and single‐stranded RNA, respectively.[27](#wrna1291-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#wrna1291-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} V1 and S1 are not sequence or nucleotide specific.[27](#wrna1291-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#wrna1291-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} The disadvantage is that these enzymes are large, so they cannot diffuse across the cell membrane and thus have limited use to obtain structural data on RNA *in vivo*.[27](#wrna1291-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#wrna1291-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Note that when any of these techniques are used to probe structural ensembles, positions that are single stranded in some RNA molecules and double stranded in others are likely to appear to be intermediately paired.

The two studies using primarily DMS structure probing use different model organisms: one used Arabidopsis seedlings[30](#wrna1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} while the other studied yeast and mammalian cells.[29](#wrna1291-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} In the former study,[30](#wrna1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} the experiments included negative controls without DMS, allowing removal from analysis of degradation products and natural stops detected during the RT reaction. This technique was validated using a known RNA structure, 18S rRNA. The results generated under these conditions demonstrated several global features in RNA structure in Arabidopsis. First, they found that the 5′ UTR of most mRNAs near the start codon have reduced structure, which is consistent with previous *in silico* and *in vitro* findings.[28](#wrna1291-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#wrna1291-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#wrna1291-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} Collectively, this supports the idea that reduced structure could facilitate translation. Second, they found a periodic structural triplet repeat in the CDS that was most predominant in highly translated genes and absent in poorly translated transcripts, suggesting that the structure of the CDS may have a role in translational efficiency, consistent with previous data and predictions.[28](#wrna1291-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#wrna1291-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#wrna1291-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} Finally, they found a pattern of structured followed by unstructured regions near polyadenylation sites suggesting that this not yet fully characterized pattern of RNA structure may be involved in alternative polyadenylation. In light of these results, there are three possible ways that riboSNitches might alter the fate of an RNA transcript by changing its structure---altering how open the 5′ UTR is near the translation start site to modify translation initiation, disrupting, or promoting periodic structure in the CDS to modulate translation efficiency, or altering structural elements in the 3′ UTR to modify the choice of polyadenylation sites.

In contrast, the later study[29](#wrna1291-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} used a different strategy, modifying the RNA *in vivo* and *in vitro*. *For in vitro* experiments, the extracted RNA was either denatured or refolded before addition of DMS to modify the RNA. This allowed a direct comparison of the *in vivo* and *in vitro* RNA structures as well as estimating the maximum reactivity of each residue. This technique was also validated using a known ribosomal RNA structure as well as several known mRNA structures. Interestingly, the results suggested that most RNAs are less folded *in vivo* than *in vitro*, partially due to the action of ATP‐dependent proteins such as helicases. However, in a few cases, the *in vivo* structure appears to be more stably folded. The authors propose that the RNAs in this category may have important structural roles. Indeed, this appears to be the case for three stem‐loop structures, two in 5′ UTRs and one in a 3′ UTR, validated using a reporter system. In summary, these studies not only provide methods to produce data that can be used to experimentally to identify riboSNitches but also raise new hypotheses on how RNA structural elements, or their disruption by riboSNitches, may impact gene expression.

Very recently, a new technique, chemical inference of RNA structures followed by massive parallel sequencing (CIRS‐Seq) was applied to the transcriptome of mouse embryonic stem cells.[31](#wrna1291-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} CIRS‐Seq combines DMS, CMCT, and a negative control in parallel reactions to probe RNA structure. The authors gently extract and deproteinize the RNA from cells to try to separate RNA structure from protein‐binding sites. By combining DMS (A/C) and CMCT (G/U) data into one experiment, they are able to probe all four nucleotides. The experiments were validated using known tRNA structures. Surprisingly, unlike Arabadopsis where overall more structure in the coding region was observed relative to the UTRs,[30](#wrna1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} the CRIS‐seq data suggest that regions near the end of the 5′ UTR and the beginning of the 3′ UTR are actually more structured than the CDS.[31](#wrna1291-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} They do, however, observe more open structure near the start and stop codons, perhaps facilitating binding and release of the ribosome. Note that the Arabidopsis study performed modification *in vivo* in the presence of proteins,[30](#wrna1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} whereas this work modified deproteinized, extracted RNA from mammalian cells.[31](#wrna1291-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} In addition, they also observe the periodic triplet repeat in highly translated CDS.[30](#wrna1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#wrna1291-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} The data also show that small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs), small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs), tRNAs, and long intergenic noncoding RNAs (lincRNAs) are generally more structured than mRNAs. Finally, they observe a slightly higher RNA accessibility at the target binding sites of the RNA‐binding protein Lin28a, consistent with predictions that Lin28a target sites are single stranded.[31](#wrna1291-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#wrna1291-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}

PARS using V1 and S1 nuclease to map the structure of either refolded or deproteinized RNA from yeast and lymphoblast cell lines provides the most direct evidence for the importance of the riboSNitch.[27](#wrna1291-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#wrna1291-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} In initial work in yeast, RNA was extracted and refolded before being digested in parallel with V1 and S1 nucleases.[28](#wrna1291-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} The technique was validated by including regions of known, exogenous RNAs as a positive control. The authors noted that the CDS is generally more structured than UTRs, start and stop codons are very accessible, with less secondary structure especially near the start codon. They first observed the triplet repeat periodicity structural signature in CDS associated with efficient translation, consistent with predictions and later results from other laboratories.[30](#wrna1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#wrna1291-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#wrna1291-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} The data obtained from human cells using this analysis are in accordance to several global features of the RNA structure found in Arabidopsis and the original study in yeast, such as the open structure near the start codons and a periodic three‐nucleotide structure in the CDS.[28](#wrna1291-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#wrna1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#wrna1291-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#wrna1291-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#wrna1291-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} They also observed that a subset of sites are consistently different between refolded and native deproteinized samples, suggesting that these are putative candidates for RNA structure regulation *in vivo*. They noted an asymmetric structural signature at exon--exon junctions and showed that bonafide miRNA targets are located upstream of structurally accessible areas, while sequences containing potential miRNA binding sites that are not actually functional lack this accessibility.

Most importantly, this last study compared multiple lymphoblast cell lines including a family trio with a mother, father, and child allowing them to identify and validate a set of putative structural riboSNitches by comparing structural data from individuals with different alleles.[27](#wrna1291-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} They found that 1907 of 12,233 SNVs in the trio were putative riboSNitches, i.e., there is a measurable change in PARS scores near the SNV. Of these putative riboSNitches, 211 are eQTLs and 22 are SNPs associated with human disease and phenotypes through GWAS. SNVs changing structure near observed splice junctions are also correlated with changes in alternative splicing, suggesting a new molecular mechanism for this subset of putative riboSNitches. In fact, recent analysis of RNA‐seq data from 465 of the thousand genomes lines has identified hundreds of SNPs as splicing QTLS (sQTLs), SNPs that clearly alter patterns of alternative splicing.[68](#wrna1291-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} The set of sQTLs provides an additional source of potentially new riboSNitches for further analysis. In addition, the data suggest that covariation of some SNVs may have a role in maintaining functional RNA structure, consistent with previous analysis.[11](#wrna1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} SNVs that alter structure were found to be less likely to occur in 3′ UTRs, predicted miRNA target sites, and protein‐binding sites. At first, this result might appear to contradict the data presented in Figure [5](#wrna1291-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}. However, these PARS experiments were performed using samples from healthy individuals. It is therefore likely that a majority of these SNVs have limited functional consequence, but occur in sites where structure change is tolerated. As such, it is expected and consistent with the data shown in Figure [5](#wrna1291-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} that these putative riboSNitches are less prevalent in 3′ UTRs, as structure change is more likely to affect posttranscriptional regulation in these regions of messages. It has yet to be experimentally determined whether the sensitivity to mutation of RNAs evolved to adopt a single conformation to exercise their function is higher, lower or equal to those which do not need to fold to a single conformation. Computationally, ensembles without structural selection are predicted to be easily disrupted by mutation.[69](#wrna1291-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} It is likely that the nature of the structural disruption, and the specific structures being disrupted (or stabilized) in a riboSNitch will be integral to determining if there is a strong phenotypic effect.

CONCLUSION {#wrna1291-sec-0009}
==========

The overall impact and role of RNA structure and riboSNitches is not clearly understood in mRNAs, but there are many structural elements in mRNAs that have clear functional roles. Like other types of RNA, mRNA is often targeted for binding by proteins or ncRNAs. The binding affinity of these biomolecules for target mRNA is known to be dependent on the accessibility of the target site and the RNA\'s folded structure.[58](#wrna1291-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#wrna1291-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} As detailed in Figure [6](#wrna1291-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} there are multiple regulatory events that occur during an mRNA\'s lifetime that are dependent on these interactions. The number of interactions guiding the posttranscriptional processes illustrated in Figure [6](#wrna1291-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} is significant and highly dependent on molecular context. Structure is one important and understudied component of epitranscriptomics, the role of RNA modification and posttranscriptional regulation in general. Only an integrative approach can begin to reconcile the genomic data to facilitate the development of predictive models for the processes illustrated in Figure [6](#wrna1291-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}.

![Changes in RNA structure could contribute to regulation of gene expression in a variety of ways. As RNA structure is vital for function, changes in RNA structure could either promote or inhibit gene expression. A conformational change could alter diverse processes including splicing, export, localization, translation initiation or elongation, or decay. Conformational changes may also have a significant role in RNA‐based mechanisms of regulation that involve noncoding RNA (ncRNA) such as microRNAs (miRNAs) or long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs). A given riboSNitch need only impact a single event or interaction during its lifetime to have a real impact on gene expression. Elucidating the impact of riboSNitches on the transcriptome and genetic regulation will be vital to a mechanistic understanding of disease and the future of personalized medicine.](WRNA-6-517-g006){#wrna1291-fig-0006}

A significant outcome of more recent GWAS studies is that a majority of SNPs associated with more complex human phenotypes map to noncoding regions of the genome. The associated SNP is not necessarily causative, however. Nonetheless, the riboSNitch as a concept offers an attractive hypothesis for reconciling GWAS data. Accurate prediction of riboSNitches therefore has the potential to facilitate the identification of causative SNPs in large LD blocks. Even more importantly, common SNPs can only explain a subset of observed human phenotypic variation; it is likely the SNVs (or private variants) play a large role in determining genetic predisposition. As such, riboSNitch detection and prediction for private SNVs will likely play an important role in the personalized interpretation of genome‐wide sequencing. Although current work has focused on heritable, germline SNVs that are associated with disease, riboSNitches that arise from somatic mutations may also play important roles in disease. Indeed, one of the original predicted riboSNitches arises from germline mutations in the tumor suppressor retinoblastoma 1 (RB1) and is associated with retinoblastoma.[10](#wrna1291-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#wrna1291-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, riboSNitches that arise from somatic mutations will likely drive cancer.

Transcriptome‐wide probing experiments are revealing a second layer of information in RNA: its structure. The fact that 1907 riboSNitches were detected in a single triplet comparison of human cell lines[27](#wrna1291-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} suggests not all structure in the transcriptome has a specific function. Nonetheless, the fact that SNVs in UTRs and ncRNAs such as FTL and RMRP do cause human disease[11](#wrna1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#wrna1291-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} suggests a subset of riboSNitches will shape the human phenotypic landscape. Functional riboSNitches are also potential therapeutic targets and could be targeted, for example, by small molecules specific to the disease‐associated riboSNitch[71](#wrna1291-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}. The degree to which structure change will be predictive of function remains to be determined; clearly the context of the riboSNitch will be an important component of its function, as well as the nature of the structural change. In addition, although many riboSNitches may not have measurable effects in isolation, combinations of multiple riboSNitches in individual genetic backgrounds may make important contributions to complex diseases. Therefore, the importance of RNA structure and the riboSNitch will likely increase as medicine moves toward personalization.
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